MATERIAL REDUCTION OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM

Material Reduction
Opportunity Program

The Littelfuse® POWR-GARD® exclusive MROplus program
has been helping our customers lower costs, increase
plant safety, decrease downtime and reduce inventory
for over 15 years. Our Tech Center will analyze your fuse
inventory and within 24 hours generate detailed reports
that will ensure you are using the best circuit protection
available. This decreases the risk of electrical hazards
within your facility, while saving time and money. All you
have to do is supply a list of your current fuse inventory
and the MROplus program will do the rest. Best of all…
it is absolutely FREE!

WHAT CAN MROplus DO FOR YOU?

Lower Costs

Improve Safety

Decrease Downtime

Reduce Inventory

MROplus helps
you upgrade circuit
protection, increase
safety, reduce fuse
inventory, decrease
downtime and improve
productivity. These
improvements amount
to money saved.

Identify inadequate fuses
and upgrade them to
current-limiting circuit
protection to reduce Hazard
Risk Categories in any type
of facility. In accordance to
NFPA 70E, when reducing
the HRC, workers are
allowed to wear less PPE
allowing repairs to be made
quickly which minimizes
time spent in live panels.

Improve productivity with
MROplus by converting
to Indicating Fuses and
consolidating inventory.
Indication takes the
guesswork out of fuse
replacement and makes
identifying an open fuse
instant, resulting in time
and money saved.

Eliminate duplicate or
obsolete products and
maintain only the products
necessary for operation.
This reduces SKUs, gets
rid of waste and ensures
the best protection
available. Refer to the
Fuse Consolidation Guide
on the back cover to see
how this is done.

The FREE MROplus
program includes:
✔✔

Total Cost Savings Report
• Identifies annual savings with Littelfuse fuses
• Identifies savings from SKU reduction

✔✔

Consolidated Part Number Report
• Cross reference Littelfuse products

✔✔

SKU Reduction Report
• Eliminate unnecessary part numbers
• Reduce inventory
• Realize cost savings

✔✔

Downtime Savings Report

✔✔

Fuse Performance Summaries
• Cost savings related to Littelfuse indicating
fuse performance

✔✔

 ptional bin labels with bar code scanning for
O
organized storage

To realize the benefits of the MROplus program,
supply a spreadsheet of current fuse inventory and
Littelfuse will do the rest. Simply contact your local
Littelfuse Sales Representative , 1-800-TEC-FUSE or
techline@littelfuse.com today to have your inventory
analyzed free through the exclusive Littelfuse
MROplus Program!

If you have
THIS fuse…

…You should
use THIS fuse
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*Consult Article 430 of the NEC® when substituting for loads with motors, or call 1-800-TEC-FUSE.

TECHLINE@LITTELFUSE.COM

800-TEC-FUSE

Littelfuse® POWR-GARD® has helped OEM engineers, consulting engineers and end users select the right products to
protect critical electrical equipment—all supported by our full line of product catalogs and reference materials.

POWR-GARD®
Products Catalog
Littelfuse POWR-GARD offers a
complete circuit protection portfolio,
including time-saving indication
products for immediate visual
blown-fuse identification, even
on de-energized systems.

Vertical Market Literature
Littelfuse understands the
importance of different markets
and their applications. Our vertical
market literature offers a unique
perspective into application specific
products and the markets they
serve.

LF Series Fuse Block

Protection Relays Catalog

The DIN-rail mountable LF Series
indicating fuse blocks offer fuse
covers, a smaller footprint, local
indication and universal mounting
holes to simplify installations and
reduce troubleshooting time.

The comprehensive line of
electronic and microprocessorbased protection relays safeguard
equipment and personnel to
prevent expensive damage,
downtime or injury due to
electrical faults.
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